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At some stage of public debate, anthropology must examine important social questions; but in order to properly fulfil its task, it must problematize such questions in ways that differ from those used in the public sphere. In this article we use research carried out on information and lies in the doctor-patient relationship to explore the role that the public debate on patient information played in the development of this research, while emphasizing the distinctive process of anthropological inquiry. We will look at how the research project developed both as an echo of and in disparity with the questions circulating on this matter in the public sphere. We will show that the role of the anthropologist, in order to develop an ethnographic approach, is to take distance from the public debate by transforming the research object through the gradual construction of the problem to be studied. We will also show what ethnography has contributed to the debate and how its observations have reoriented it, approaching it in more sociological and more critical terms.
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IN THE HUGE CURRENT DEBATE ON THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN sciences and society, in order to examine the links between public space and anthropology, one must – prior to or after research – examine the questions asked by society in relation to those of the research. Yet, however social a question at the root of ethnographic research may be, it does not necessarily correspond to social demand. Whilst the ethnographic approach can be rooted in the existence of a social question (be it explicitly phrased by the media, public institutions, associations or any other means of public expression), for anthropologists, examining a social issue does not necessarily mean expressing
the question in the terms used by the public sphere. Indeed, the role of anthropologists is to construct their ethnographic approach and thus to stand back from public debate by giving themselves a new object or by changing it. This supposes a critical stance in relation to the categories of one’s own discipline, continuously refreshing them by listening to the public sphere, but it also supposes distancing oneself from questions from the public sphere, processing the data and reformulating the problematic.

Above and beyond the formulation of the problematic, through its particular sensitivity to the words used and to the gestures made by the subjects, to their discourses and their practices within a given social context, the ethnographic approach must throw new light on the issue under discussion, a light which also allows the question to be reoriented. It is thus a reciprocal movement between public sphere and anthropology that we will attempt to decode in this article.

We will present the current framework for public debate, within the field of health, on patients’ place within the healthcare system, with a view to examining, on the one hand, the extent to which this debate helped develop anthropological research that I recently carried out on information and lies in doctor-patient relationships (Fainzang 2006) and, on the other hand, how ethnography has helped to redefine the debate. Adopting this perspective will allow me to underline the dynamics proper to ethnographic interrogation, i.e. to show how the problematic specific to research was constructed (both as an echo of and in disparity with the questions circulating in the public arena). In return, we will show how this construction and the ethnographic data that it favoured made it possible to reorient the debate. We will thus set out the main results of our research in order to highlight what ethnographic observation yielded and what it contributed to later developments.

THE NATURE OF THE DEBATE

French society is currently involved in a major debate on patients’ place in the healthcare system. Numerous segments of the social sphere are promoting the new role of patients and are making themselves heard in various ways (forums, associations, publications, etc.). Among the strongest points of this debate we find questions as diverse and complex as patient information, informed consent, the practice of more humane medicine and patients’ participation in their own treatment. This debate has been largely driven by patients associations, within the field of AIDS in particular.

One concrete example of the enactment of the new role of patients within the social space was the States General of patients with cancer, held in 1999 by initiative of the French National League against Cancer (see Ligue nationale contre le cancer 1999). As in other public demonstrations, this meeting
affirmed the need to take patients into consideration, to treat them more humanely and to rethink forms of patient-doctor communication and the ways in which illness is announced. Underlying these demands was the idea that patients should be allowed to shift their status from that of object to that of subject, one with access to the information needed to make decisions and to whom healthcare professionals and society should show more humanity. This debate essentially revolved around the questions of competence and ethics (Abiven 1996; Hirsh 1999; Sicard 2000; Reich 2004). Certain sociologists were stakeholders in this debate (Rabeharisoa and Callon 1999), basing their works on the stance that involves asserting loud and clear the role of patients as actors and fighting for their position to be recognized – albeit without one necessarily knowing whether this role is an observed one or one that is being demanded, i.e. whether a patients’ “autonomy” is a proven and observed social phenomenon, or whether it is a hobby-horse, one issue among many in the debate surrounding the place of modern-day patients.

In this context, other voices made themselves heard, those of certain health-care professionals who, at worst expressed their scepticism with regard to patient competence, and at best, their own incapacity to deal with the human aspects of the cure-care process. In the latter case, they put forward both technical reasons – for example, the lack of time, in particular for gradually and gently announcing the diagnosis of a serious illness, or for explaining the medical jargon to the patients – and psychological reasons – especially the difficulty that patients have in accepting and digesting what they are told about their illness (Moley-Massol 2004; Oken 1961; Ong et al. 1995). It is also noteworthy that literature on this question, be it from the medical milieu, from patients associations or sometimes even from the academic sphere – sociologists or philosophers (Fletcher 1979; Bok 1979) – generally defends a given position, either that of doctors or that of patients. Indeed, it has trouble removing itself from the passionate debate surrounding the question of information. The intensity of public debate on this issue gave rise to the introduction of the French law of 4 March 2002, known as the “law on patient rights”, which guarantees every individual’s right to access to “all information relating to his or her health”, marking a victory for patients’ claims. It is no coincidence that we sometimes use the expression “public arena” to denote the public sphere. Unlike “sphere” or “space”, “arena” has connotations of combat and is thus particularly revealing, the debates in question being of a relatively polemic nature.

This does not mean that anthropology has to take the stance of either supporter or opponent. In order to make the best possible contribution to both public and theoretical debate, researchers must be able to forget their expectations and presuppositions. In other words, they must not jump straight into the arena, but must ensure the conditions that will enable them to understand the parties in conflict. Anthropologists must discover how to look at the issue
from afar, even if they are later led to state their choices and options (social, political, philosophical). It is only at the end of the analysis that they can choose to enter the fight that is taking place in the public sphere, not as citizens but as researchers.

With regard to this debate, it is important to first of all check the actuality of patient information and to submit the object to the trial of fieldwork. But researchers must also consider the matter from another angle and decentre their attention. In other words, they must problematise the issue in a different way, otherwise they will simply end up confirming or refuting an issue that has been defined by the actors themselves. Such decentring is achieved through ethnographic study and, above all, by constructing the modes of study. It should be noted that the construction of the object, included in the problematisation, is indissociable from the methodology. This is why I felt that it was necessary to conduct a double study of both patients and doctors.

THE STUDY

The study took place in hospital departments (oncology and internal medicine). It covered 80 patients, 60 with cancer and 20 with other pathologies, including chronic inflammatory or autoimmune diseases. I met the patients at different stages of illness, some being considered as virtually cured and only coming into hospital for check-ups, some receiving treatments (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery) and some under palliative care. They were of different ages (between 30 and 80 years old), of both sexes and from various socioprofessional backgrounds (secretaries, accountants, teachers, medical staff, researcher, maintenance staff, company directors, soldier, shopkeepers, engineers, winegrowers, office staff, sommelier, sales representative, persons on minimum welfare, administrative executives, service personnel, petroleum engineer, artists, artisans, labourers, unemployed).

With the aim of the research being to highlight the logics and mechanisms at the root of information exchange between doctors and patients, from a methodological point of view the investigation consisted in observing medical consultations and then separately meeting the doctors and the patients in order to see how the verbal exchange was constructed and to decode the reasons and mechanisms of their acts and words. I also used open interviews with patients to collect narratives on the illness and therapeutic trajectories, paying attention to the context in which the illness appeared, the different stages of its cure-care process, the questions that the patients asked themselves, the questions they did or did not ask the medical personnel, the answers they were given, the conditions under which they were told the diagnosis, the information they were given or not given, and their reactions. There were also non-directive interviews with 12 doctors in order to learn how they see the
issue of information and how they perceive patient expectations, with a view to measuring any difference between the hopes that patients declared and the hopes they were perceived to have.

Where possible, doctors and patients were interviewed just after the consultation. Where this was not possible, they were interviewed later on, sometimes several days later. For some of them, these interviews took the form of a sort of “debriefing” during which they explained what they had said, why they had said it, what they had not said and why they had not said it. To achieve this, I met the interviewees both at the hospital (in various environments: consultation rooms, daytime hospitalisations, weekly hospitalisations, meetings of healthcare personnel), and outside the hospital – in particular at patients’ homes where they found it easier to talk –, in order to diversify the places where I was interacting with the interviewees, be they patients, doctors, other healthcare personnel or patients’ families. This process allowed me not only to gather data on how doctors give patients information, but also on how patients pass on information to doctors, and sometimes on the lies that the former tell the latter.

Access to this particular field was not easy, due to the fact that healthcare professionals seem to feel that nowadays the issue of information in oncology is limited to just the announcement, and in particular to the question of knowing how to “tell” the diagnosis (gently, and whilst respecting the patient’s rhythms). Indeed, there is nowadays a widespread belief among healthcare professionals that “there is almost never anything not said regarding the diagnosis”, the debate being more about how to announce the diagnosis, certain professionals nevertheless feeling that the announcement cannot be standardized (Lévy-Soussan 2004).

Considering existing legislation, the majority of healthcare professionals thus feel that nowadays patient information is total. In such conditions, doctors feel that the presence of anthropologists wishing to study patient information is only pertinent if the results of the research are likely to answer questions on the best conditions for announcing diagnoses. The healthcare professionals were quick to find room for a researcher who would work with them to determine how, under the best possible psychological conditions, to announce to patients that they have a serious disease. I had to resist this pressure in order to avoid being drawn into this problematic, because in fact the issue goes far beyond the way in which the announcement is made, a question to which the debate tends to reduce it. It covers not just the announcement of the diagnosis and its evolution, but also treatments and their effects, risks and benefits.

Regarding ethnographic tradition, it is important to note that the fact of working on two groups at the same time does not involve working on two objects. Anthropology traditionally tends to construct its object by identifying it with a group that it places at the core of its research.
focalisation on a group is what usually leads it to only see its object from the point of view of the actors involved. Anthropologists wanting to depart from this grid by creating conditions of distanciation, nevertheless generally base themselves on categories of thought which can be identified with those in the group being studied. Here on the other hand, the object of the research necessarily included two groups, because its aim was to examine what the two groups said to one another. The research was thus based on two distinct orders of thought, possibly antagonistic, respectively produced by patients and doctors, and whose confrontation was all the more complex as one group sometimes echoed the other (after interiorization of the medical discourse), and that both were also marked by a certain heterogeneousness. To achieve this, it was important not to favour one point of view over the other, not to take sides. So it was not a case of doing an ethnography of either doctors or patients, which would have led the researcher to become empathetic with one or the other (in an exclusive manner), but to develop an anthropology of a relationship involving both sides, and in regard to whom the ethnographic approach (with the immersion and observation that this entails), through the dual empathy that was created, became the best tool with which to achieve this decentring. It was a case of maintaining a distance (standard prerequisite in anthropology) not only from the object under study, but also from the presuppositions that any researcher will inevitably have on the subject, as an ordinary citizen. (This is indeed a necessity that is hard to enforce, because as individuals, researchers are also part of the debate.) In this respect, to the need for “distancing” (which involves not adopting the same way of thinking as the group under study) must be added the need for “decentring” (which requires silencing or modifying one’s own reference system and not becoming involved in the heart of the debate). In addition to the distancing from the object, there is thus also distancing from the social debate in which the object is included, with researchers “shifting” and attempting to alternately put themselves in the place of the various protagonists of the relationship in question.

This requirement for decentring is even greater given that the doctor-patient relationship is socially defined as potentially being one of conflict, not only due to the changing nature of patients’ status in modern society in relation to doctors, but also due to the related issues at stake revolving around the question of rights and powers (that the satellite notions of “autonomy”, “consent” and “negotiation” convey).

At a more strictly problematical level, following in the footsteps of the public debate on patient information (mainly revolving – especially as far as the stances of patient associations are concerned – around the best way of telling patients the truth about their diagnoses) was to risk either becoming mere spokespersons for said associations (which is not the researcher’s role) or to subject the study to a biomedical problematic by reducing the debate to
merely the ethical or therapeutic stances of the healthcare personnel. It was thus first of all a question of re-examining that which was considered as “obvious” by gathering ethnographic material out in the field, and also of accepting that we had to come up with an analysis of lies (at the risk of using a term that the medical profession deems to be irreverent). My decision was thus to also break away from the stance adopted by most works carried out on the question of truth in medicine. Unlike works done within the framework of these debates, most of which are works that either take the form of justifications of what is referred to as “therapeutic privilege” or else pleas for patient participation, it became vital to change the way in which these issues are generally approached.

Because the question of truth and lies is often put forward in ethical terms, many authors choose it as their subject, in order to defend a particular position. They examine the ethical questions that are raised, in particular, by the way in which a prognosis is formulated or by the fact that patients are asked to give consent without having all the information they need to make a decision. However, this is not the purpose here. Here we are looking at the issue from the angle of the social sciences. In other words, we are analysing a situation without inferring any normative position.

Some authors believe that the problem goes beyond that of telling or not telling a truth, given the context of the uncertainty of knowledge, especially in the field of cancer. But whilst the reality of the uncertainty is indeed both an obstacle to truth and, above all, an argument used by doctors to conceal the truth from patients, it is far from exhausting the issue of information. In this respect, the question of truth must be asked in both a comprehensive and extensive manner. The notion of truth, which Fletcher (1979) separates into logical truth (accuracy) and moral truth (veracity), is clearly linked to that of lies. Fletcher states that accuracy is the relationship between the verbal expression and the issue to which that expression applies, whereas veracity is the relationship between the expression given to a thought and the thought itself. Accuracy is therefore the truth as far as we know it; veracity is the truth which corresponds to that which we believe to be true. It is the latter sense that interests us here – that which the liar thinks to be true. Thus the aim of this study was not to give yet another opinion on the issue of whether or not it is preferable to tell a patient the truth, but to examine the arguments used by the protagonists in the doctor-patient relationship to explain their behaviour, and, above all, to find out what their stances and practices conceal and imply. Simmel (1964) says that the characteristic of the lie is not that the person being lied to has a false idea of the reality – for this is something that the lie has in common with error – but that he/she is deceived with regard to the liar’s opinion.

Our approach thus supposes a certain number of epistemological conditions. Firstly, as we have seen, it supposes that from an emic point of view we
start with that which the liar believes to be true. This then supposes that we accept the purposely iconoclastic nature of the term “lie” as applied to the medical profession. Is it not the role of the social sciences, where so required, to question icons? Furthermore, examining lies as a bilateral practice made it possible to shift focus and to look at the therapeutic relationship as a social relationship.

ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Although convinced that patients are told everything, many doctors nevertheless use all kinds of strategies to avoid stating matters clearly. When observing consultations, I saw various techniques used to reduce the shock that might be incurred when a diagnosis or the results of tests are announced. The most frequent strategy is the tendency to minimize the problem or to take the drama out of the situation. For example, one doctor tells the patient about his “tiny little nodule on the lung” whereas the written examination results mention a “huge pulmonary mass”. When doctors feel that the announcement of the treatment is likely to worry the patient more than the diagnosis itself, it is sometimes the treatment that is euphemized. After receiving the results of a biopsy, one oncologist says to her patient: “It’s a cancer, we’ll start with a little chemo.” Still others turn to the patient’s family, despite the law on medical secrecy, leaving the family with the responsibility of deciding whether or not to inform the patient.

Regarding treatments and their possible effects, I also observed forms of withholding information through the attitude of certain doctors which consists in discouraging patients from reading the pharmaceutical instructions (Fainzang 2001) with the objective of encouraging them to take the prescribed medicines. They tend not only to keep quiet about unpleasant side effects so that such information does not discourage patients from taking the medicines and to ensure that they will be compliant, but sometimes even deny the information contained in the instructions in order for the patients to submit to the prescription.

In addition, despite the fact that doctors insist that nowadays patients are fully informed of everything relating to their state of health and treatment, the study shows that paradoxically, a certain number of doctors create conditions for the provision of this information, each developing his/her own doctrine on the question.

Some doctors thus inform patients only if the patients so wish. Basing themselves on the widely popularized works of psychologists (for example Ruszniewski 1995; Joseph-Jeanneney et al. 2002), doctors explain the lack of questions asked by patients by the fact that “they don’t want to know” or by a “denial” of the illness. Yet the study reveals that this denial is attributed to
patients who are in fact trying to obtain information on their illness by any means available (from nursing staff, from their attending physician, from other patients, or even from the media and from the Internet) – ready to interpret or even over-interpret any gesture to gain information on their case\(^1\) – but who do not always dare to ask the doctor (especially if he/she is a professor or a head of department) for reasons which are mainly due to the position of authority that the latter continues to hold in French society. To systematically explain the lack of questions from patients in terms of denial and of refusing to accept the truth is to ignore the sociological dimension of the verbal exchange between doctor and patient. Indeed, this analysis in terms of denial, widespread among health professionals, is taken up by most of the nursing staff who on this point are the doctors’ best ambassadors. In the name of patient protection, healthcare professionals now recommend a new right for patients – the right not to know.

I am not challenging this type of analysis, but I am suggesting that the issue of information cannot be reduced to the psychological perspective, and I consequently put forward another analysis which is more sensitive to the social context of information. Many doctors are alarmed that patients say that no-one explains anything to them, whereas they “have explained everything to them!” This leads healthcare professionals to conclude that “patients don’t want to hear” bad news. On this point it is interesting to note that the information provided during consultations sometimes bears no relation whatsoever to the questions that patients ask, said questions not being “heard” by the doctors. Indeed, there are numerous consultations where patients ask a question or mention a symptom they are worrying about, without the doctor answering or even paying any attention to it, or where the doctor gives an answer that is not relevant to the question. One patient (retired natural sciences teacher) to whom the oncologist has just announced the persistence of the nodules and the need to restart chemotherapy, says: “After the coloscopy, Dr. M said that the nerve endings in the intestines were not working properly!?” The doctor replies: “There are several possibilities: either you can be given a drip at home once a week from a nurse, or you come into hospital during the day. I suggest you come into the hospital.” Here the patient asks a question on the consequences of the coloscopy, and the doctor replies with a choice of where to have the treatment. (The patient does not repeat the question, even though it is worrying him. Indeed, this was the first thing he mentioned when I spoke to him later.)

Other doctors choose to limit information to that which is certain, and only give it if it relates to the diagnosis, drawing a clear line between diagnosis and

\(^1\) For example, the gesture of the doctor who puts his/her hand on the patient’s shoulder at the end of the consultation whilst saying goodbye, can be taken by the patient to mean that he/she arouses compassion because his/her case is serious.
prognosis due to the uncertainty which is so strongly linked to the latter. Yet even in this case, the diagnosis is not always revealed. Indeed, whilst the presence of cancer is no longer hidden, another fact that is hidden by many doctors is metastasis. This word is often not pronounced, as it has taken on the feared image which used to be associated with the word “cancer”. If doctors are now more ready to tell patients that they have cancer, this is because it is nowadays considered to be more of a chronic illness than a fatal illness. If they find it far harder to reveal the presence of metastases in a patient’s body, it is because these have taken over the status that used to be held by cancer in general. The reason for hiding this fact is that in such cases the diagnosis includes a prognosis. Telling a patient: “your cancer has metastasised” is to tell him/her both the nature of the problem and its possible outcome, given that the diagnosis itself may be the sign of an unfavourable evolution. Here we see what I will call the “prognostic dimension of the diagnosis”. Nowadays we are thus seeing a shift in the dissimulation, in what goes unsaid. The taboo is simply moved, applied to a new object, at another stage of the illness. From silence about the disease we have moved to silence about its complications or worsening, i.e. to a diagnosis which, in the mind of the actors, contains a prognosis.

Other doctors only give patients information if they are able to intellectually understand it, or if they can psychologically cope with it. It is consequently not uncommon for patients not to be informed, on the basis that it is not beneficial, not in their interest and that in their particular cases they should not be told everything.

On this point, anthropologists cannot fail to wonder how doctors decide what is in a patient’s interest and on what basis they determine what can be said and to whom. Ethnographic observation of real practices allows us to throw light on the social mechanisms, often unconscious, according to which doctors build their behaviours relating to information. Indeed, it can be seen that information is often given in preference to the higher social categories, a social grade that makes doctors think that not only do patients have a greater aptitude to understand the information, but also a greater capacity to cope with it, this being based on the distinction and assurance that the patients seem to have and flaunt. There are numerous examples which demonstrate that doctors are more ready to discuss diagnoses, types of treatment and their effects with patients who come from a known or supposed upper social milieu or who have the supposed cultural level that goes with it. To one patient suffering from rheumatoid scleroderma, her doctor explains the risks of treatment in detail: “Scleroderma can attack any organ (lung, heart, digestive tube), so we need to prescribe immunodepressors (cortisone), but not too much, because if the immune system is lowered too far, that can lead to infections!” Then the doctor told me later on: “I didn’t hide anything from her, she had a sufficient cultural level.” Another doctor, speaking on the telephone with an oncologist
colleague to whom he has referred a patient, and being asked if she (the patient) can be told the truth about her diagnosis, replied: “You can go ahead, she’s a teacher.” Yet another doctor, asked after a consultation why he had given his patient such a detailed diagnosis, one that was not however very positive, told me: “I could see that he had a high-level intellectual profile.”

This conviction sometimes leads doctors to give patients information that they have not requested and thus to presuppose their desire to know and their capacity to cope. A company director who had done his studies in a top business school was given a very detailed explanation of the antibody treatment that he was being offered. Although he had not asked his doctor any questions, the doctor nevertheless gave him thorough information, based on an impression – that of the patient’s ability to understand, in line with his social presence.

Information is thus provided in different ways, depending on the patient’s sociocultural category. One remarkable point on this matter is that doctors base their assessment either on their detailed knowledge of the patient’s file and the information contained therein (civil status, profession, etc.), or – when they do not have the time to read the file and when they do not know the patient or the information is not provided in the file – on the feeling that the patient gives with regard to social category. Doctors’ behaviours thus depend not only on patients’ psychological dispositions, as they claim, but also very much on their social characteristics, the latter being used to assess the former. To the sadly famous social inequalities of access to health care, we can therefore add the social inequality of access to information that this mechanism helps to preserve.

The mechanisms governing the withholding of information are also at the root of outright lying. But lies can take the form of manipulation of the truth, through a play on words: Mrs. C has an incurable cancer of the liver and her life expectancy is considerably reduced. The doctor talks to her about a “therapeutic break” as a way of saying that in reality the treatment has failed and that it must be stopped: “We no longer have any hope of curing her. In fact, we are giving up, but I prefer to tell her that we are taking a break.”

It should be noted that in the same way that doctors tend to lie to patients of lower social status, in a symmetrical manner patients of this status also tend to lie more frequently. Indeed, lies and the non-provision of information which exist within therapeutic relationships are not the prerogative of doctors. They can also be found among patients, who sometimes hide certain symptoms or behaviours at the risk of preventing healthcare personnel from doing their job efficiently and of being prejudicial to a good cure-care process. A new symptom may be dissimulated through the desire to refuse to allow the problem to exist (being in this respect similar to denial) and to prevent the doctor from making a hypothesis of worsening health. It is what we might call the performative nature of lying in as much as it aims to prevent a negative diagnosis from being
made. This is the case for example of Mrs. N, who pretends that she is not in pain when in fact she is suffering enormously after an operation for cancer. But telling the truth about her pain is to make the problem exist and to render what she believes to be a treatment failure real; a failure that, by lying, she is attempting to remove.

On the other hand, the dissimulation of behaviour (therapeutic or otherwise, such as following alternative treatments, self-medication, choosing to take or not to take contraception, etc.) is symptomatic of patients’ fear of telling doctors about behaviour which the doctors might criticize. It can also result from the desire not to allow doctors to interfere with one’s life. One patient (service personnel) suffering from serious rheumatoid polyarthritis, does two hours of sport per day, including cardio-training. But she does not tell her doctor for fear of being reprimanded. She says: “I don’t want to tell the doctor, I’m too scared he’ll stop me from doing it! Maybe it’s not good for me!” This fear relates to the relationship that the patient has with the doctor as a figure of authority.

The study also revealed the existence of numerous “misunderstandings” between doctors and patients, which I used as a basis for addressing, in a critical manner, the question of doctor-patient communication, of the latter’s decision-making power and of the nature of the medical relationship. These misunderstandings go far beyond the issue of not understanding medical jargon. There are of course misunderstandings resulting from the ambiguity or polysemy of certain terms. For example, one major difficulty concerns the notion of “clinical trial”, a term which does not always let patients know whether they are being offered the opportunity to take part in a research protocol or whether they are being treated by a new clinical protocol. This confusion leads certain patients to be surprised that their doctors do not ask them to sign an informed consent form when they propose a new treatment, whereas other patients, who are asked to sign an informed consent form in order to take part in a clinical trial, are surprised that they were not asked to sign for the previous one. In reality, they often sign this form without understanding the meaning of the authorisation that is being requested. This situation makes one wonder if it would not be more accurate to use the expression “resigned consent” rather than “informed consent”.

But there are also certain “misunderstandings” due to the fact that patients’ questions are not heard or understood. Mrs. A arrives for her consultation and worriedly tells her oncologist: “The gynaecologist found a small cyst on an ovary!”, to which the doctor replies: “Both breasts are fine. We’ll do another scan in two months. Do you have any questions?” In fact she has just asked an implicit question, by worriedly commenting on the presence of the cyst, but he did not reply. She does not repeat her comment and leaves the consultation without receiving an answer.
Another source of misunderstanding is incomplete information, for example concerning age. When one says to a patient, as so many doctors do, “given your age”, one is not, in the strict sense of the expression, saying whether the patient’s age is high or low; and some patients can take this as a reassuring comment whilst others see it as a problem. One doctor telephones a colleague in the clinical trial department. In front of the patient and referring to her, he says: “she is very young. There is a reserved prognosis, with ganglions; I’d like to put her in an intensive protocol with dense dosage.” After the consultation the patient told me: “There’s a reserved prognosis because I’m young, that’s what the doctor told his colleague on the phone.” What the doctor told me was: “I want to give her every chance because she is young.” On the basis of this sentence containing three statements, the patient links the first and second statements, whilst the doctor links the first and the third.

One of the problems of patient information is also due to the difference between the respective concerns of doctors and patients. For example, during a consultation where a doctor tells a patient that he is going to give her additional chemotherapy, the patient asks a series of questions about the risk of her hair falling out again under the new treatment, about whether or not she will be allowed to dye it when it grows again, etc. Her numerous questions annoy the doctor because he thinks they are futile compared to what is at stake for her health. In fact, this patient is even more worried about the possible effect of the treatment and of becoming ugly because her husband is having an affair and she sees the risk of bodily degradation as a risk of an acceleration in the deterioration of her marriage. In this case the requested information relates not to her health but to her marriage. This shows the difference between the respective concerns of doctors and patients, exclusively health-based for the former, sometimes mainly social for the latter, a difference which can also lead to misunderstandings. When patients ask for information, health issues are not necessarily given greater importance than social or relational matters.

Communication can also be hindered by questions left unanswered or by a doctor’s assessment of a patient’s request for information, in as much as the request tends to be “pathologised”. A patient asks her oncologist to explain the meaning of the word “differentiated” which she has heard used to describe the tumour of her husband, who is being treated in the same hospital. Later on she tells him that she is perplexed that two doctors in the ward say different things about her husband’s cancer, and she asks her oncologist for his opinion – a question which goes unanswered. (This point refers to the difficulties caused by the contradiction that sometimes exists between the comments made by different members of the healthcare team.) At the end of the consultation, the oncologist asks her: “Would you like an anxiolytic?” This patient’s worry, legitimately caused by unclear or contradictory comments, is thus treated as
a pathology, and she is prescribed psychotropics. This illustrates the social
treatment of patients’ requests for information, in this case consisting in a
pathologisation.

ETHNOGRAPHY’S CONTRIBUTION:
BETWEEN PUBLIC SPHERE AND ACADEMIC SPHERE

After the research is done, we cannot of course avoid the question of what
ethnography contributes to the public sphere, through the decentring achieved
during the study: in contrast with the contours of the social debate outlined
above, focusing in particular on the validity (or not) of full patient informa-
tion, the ethnographic approach highlighted, as we have seen, the mechanisms
of this information and the social inequalities involved. Ethnography’s con-
tribution to the public debate leads to a change in perspective. It is no longer
just a case of looking at what medical practice (by informing or not inform-
ing the patient) induces at the therapeutic level (for the patient’s benefit or
prejudice), but also of what it induces at the social level. The deconstruction
of the question and the decentring of the researcher allows him to put the
question back into the public sphere in a new form. This change is made pos-
sible both by taking the public debate into consideration and through the re-
problematisation that the anthropological approach achieves, in the course of
its observations.

First, as we have seen, the question of information goes beyond the issue
of announcement in which the anthropologist risked becoming trapped. Fur-
thermore, the problems of communication between doctors and patients do
not result solely from the use of different linguistic codes (with, in particular,
the classic reference to the existence of a medical jargon that patients do not
understand), nor solely from the psychological difficulties generated by the
announcement of a serious illness. Indeed, we have seen that this information
was linked just as much, if not more, to social rather than psychological crite-
ria. The practices of information and lying are part of a mechanism of social
reproduction, by virtue of which doctors, wishing to fall in with the supposed
capacity of the patients to receive the information, only give it to those who
usually own it in society. Thus inequalities of access to medical information
do not result just from the insufficiency of the tools that society gives certain
patients to allow them to understand it, but also from the fact that, a priori,
information is withheld from patients belonging to certain social milieus.

As we have also seen, ethnographic observation allows us to reveal the per-
sistent existence of a taboo with regard to revealing the truth about metastases.
Anthropology enables us to call into question the consensus which currently
exists in the medical world regarding “full” patient information, thus fulfilling
one part of its task – that of re-examining that which seems “obvious”.
Furthermore, however rooted in social debate it may be, ethnography allows us to re-examine academic works carried out on speech and lies. These works have shown, quite correctly, that the alliance between power and speech is a general phenomenon of social functioning. In some societies, social law merges in particular with a law of silence, in accordance with which the strategy of power is to remain silent (Augé 1974). As specific speech, a lie must be examined inside a relationship of power. It too is the exercise of the power and withholding of knowledge, because doctors jealously preserve knowledge from those dependent on them. Reflecting on the withholding of knowledge, Roqueplo (1974) showed that it was a case of preserving one’s own position in the social hierarchy and that to share knowledge was to share power. Like the withholding of knowledge, the status of lying as a technique to restrict the social distribution of knowledge is a sociological mechanism that anthropology has clearly highlighted by showing that it is intertwined with power and with the control of society (Gilsenan 1976). This logic is at work in very diverse societies: for example, among the Bissa people in Burkina-Faso, the links between lies and truth on the one hand and power on the other hand are expressed in the rules governing the disclosure of divinatory diagnosis; divinatory consultation and the disclosure of its results are thus governed by a strict codification which follows the rule of access to knowledge, from which knowledge relating to diagnosis does not escape: a young man, even if adult, must tell the truth to his elders, but he has the right to "lie" to women (Fainzang 1986). Lying is indeed part of political life, in as much as it is a direct weapon or strategy at the service of a power.2

Yet despite what we learn from classic anthropological analyses of lies, the ethnography of the doctor-patient relationship shows that it is not a weapon available only to those in power. Lying is also a weapon used by the weak, as it is precisely because they fear doctors as figures of authority that patients use lies. But neither is it just “the weapon of the weak”, to use the expression coined by Scott (1985, quoted by Schepet-Hughes 2005) and by Schepet-Hughes (2005). Because those who have no power tend to use forms of resistance that include dissimulation and lying, we cannot conclude that lying illustrates the sole medical power that doctors wield at patients’ expense. The situation is more complex than that. In reality, theoretical reflection on lies between doctors and patients has to be performed in the context of their new social roles. Yet the complexity of the question is linked to the existence of conflicting roles. The new figure of the doctor is the result of the combination of social training in the use of the “therapeutic privilege” allowing doctors

---
2 On this point one might refer to the work by Rabaté (2005), a philosophical meditation on lying and in particular on lying in politics, taking up certain of Koyré’s ideas (1996 [1944]) on the political function of the modern lie.
not to divulge information (continuation of the paternalist relationship), and
the legal obligation to inform patients. The new figure of the patients results
from both their obligation to subject themselves to medical authority and their
newfound right to assert their autonomy. Whilst the ethnographic study has
allowed us to rethink the doctor-patient relationship, it has also enabled us
to rethink lying as a social practice, its meaning and function here residing
in the tension between the choice of conforming with or resisting the social
roles allocated or defined by society. The use of lying, within this relationship,
is a function of the evolution of these roles. It is both the enacting of and the
resistance to the new social roles – possibly contradictory – that have been
assigned to them.

CONCLUSION

Numerous social science researchers tend to either espouse or repudiate public
debates. Some embrace the ideas of social combat, going so far as to formulate
their research in the exact line of the questions raised by the media or by the
actors present in the arenas. Others look at public debate with contempt, and
consider that it should in no way interfere with fundamental research, relegating
any works which might serve its cause to the level of research-action.
Another avenue is that which consists in stepping away from the presupposed
aspects of public debate, in order to affirm a specific and original disciplinary
approach through which to re-examine social issues in one’s own eyes – perhaps
the most beneficial way to make them progress.

In the present case, the heuristic dimension of the approach is closely
linked to its fruitfulness for social stakes, because by constructing a new
stance, borrowed from the axiomatic foundations of the discipline, it rebuilds
the object, paving the way for new observations on the fringe of those made by
other disciplines such as medicine and psychology. Indeed, as a counterpoint
to the psychological perspective from which existing literature looks at the issue
of patient information, considering that the truth should be told to those who
are psychologically capable of hearing it, it was important to “de-psychologise”
the approach to this phenomenon and to examine its social mechanisms.
By breaking away from the standard explanations of a psychological nature,
so ever-present in the public sphere, ethnographic research made it possible to
highlight truly anthropological or sociological mechanisms and thus give a new
direction to the debate. In this case, the study made it possible to demonstrate
the sociological mechanisms underlying patient information.

Anthropology can examine a social question, but it has to ask the ques-
tion in its own terms, with its own tools, its own particular epistemological
stance, and it is this decentring that allows it to produce new results that can
be returned to the public sphere and which can enrich or help to redirect the
debate. Ethnology and public sphere thus dance a *pas de deux*, in an enterprise of jointly constructing knowledge, albeit on the condition that the former is able to free itself from the forms given to the questions that the latter is asking. The effectiveness of its work and of its role in society depends on it. But so does its autonomy, which is its prerequisite. In this sense, the condition of researchers’ contribution is sometimes to move outside the framework of the problem inside which others want to enclose them.
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